A unique, H-Shaped folding frame allows compact folding

Extreme, low rolling resistance for easy propulsion

A patented, stepless, angle adjustable backrest system with forward folding function

**ACTION® 5 - FOR AN ACTIVE LIFESTYLE**

**COLOUR OPTIONS**
- Dark Red
- Blue Pop
- Anthracite Black
- Pearl White
- Electric Green
- Hypnotic Purple
- Pearl Grey
- Matt Black
- Intense Yellow
- Vibrant Orange

**TOP FEATURES**
- A unique, H-Shaped folding frame allows compact folding
- Extreme, low rolling resistance for easy propulsion
- A patented, stepless, angle adjustable backrest system with forward folding function

**ACTION® 4NG/HD - TALLER OR HEAVIER REQUIREMENTS**

**COLOUR OPTIONS**
- Anthracite Black
- Matt Black
- Slate Grey
- Hypnotic Purple
- Blue Pop
- Electric Green
- Matt Red
- Pearl White

**TOP FEATURES**
- A stepless, adjustable folding backrest allowing for easier storage and transportation
- A market leading, lowest total weight of 14kg and transportation weight of 8kg

**NEW ACTION® 3NG LIGHT - LIGHTWEIGHT FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL DRIVE**

**COLOUR OPTIONS**
- Anthracite Black
- Matt Black
- Slate Grey
- Hypnotic Purple
- Blue Pop
- Electric Green
- Matt Red
- Pearl White

**TOP FEATURES**
- From as light as 13.0kg
- Lightweight rear wheels
- Quality performance with effortless propulsion

**ACTION® 3NG - HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE FOR CHANGING NEEDS**

**COLOUR OPTIONS**
- Anthracite Black
- Matt Black
- Slate Grey
- Hypnotic Purple
- Blue Pop
- Electric Green
- Matt Red
- Pearl White

**TOP FEATURES**
- Folding forward backrest for easier transportation and storage
- Reclining backrest, which allows repositioning in one continuous movement
- A market leading, lowest total weight of 13kg and transportation weight of 7kg

**ACTION® 2NG - BASIC / SHORT TERM USE**

**COLOUR OPTIONS**
- Anthracite Black

**TOP FEATURES**
- Adjustable centre of gravity
- Aluminium, lightweight frame, for easy transportation

**ACTION® 3JR - PAEDIATRIC REQUIREMENTS**

**COLOUR OPTIONS**
- Pearl White
- Matt Black
- Matt Red
- Intense Yellow
- Polar Blue
- Candy Pink

**TOP FEATURES**
- A telescopic cross brace which optimises the chair to the changing shape of the child as they grow
- A range of customisation options designed for kids
- Adjustable seat position and centre of gravity settings to optimise propelling
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